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THE WEIERSTRASS-STONE APPROXIMATION THEOREM
FOR p-ADICC"-FUNCTIONS
*
J. Araujo and Wim H. Schikhof ♦ *
*  ♦
A b stra c t.
i
Let K  be a non-Archimedean valued field. Then, on compact subsets of K , every K
valued Cn-function can be approximated in the Cn-topology by polynomial functions
m
(Theorem 1.4). This result is extended to a Weierstrass-Stone type theorem (Theorem 
2 . 1 0 ) .  :
IN T R O D  U G T IO N $ »
The non-archimedean version of the classical Weierstrass Approximation Theorem - the
= 0 of the Abstract - is well known and named after Kaplansky ([1], 5.28). Tocase n
investigate the .case n = 1 first let us return, to the Archimedean case and consider a 
real-valued ^.-function ƒ on the unit intervals To find a polynomial function P  such 
that both \ f —P\ and \f'—P'\ are smaller or equal than a prescribed s >  0 one simply
can apply the standard Weierstrass Theorem to f  obtaining a polynomial function Q
for which j ƒ'—<2| < e. Then x P(z) := f(0) +  JQr Q(t)dt solves the problem.
i  ^
Now let ƒ : X  K  be a (^-function where K  is a non-archimedean valued field and
X  C K  is compact.
Lacking an indefinite integral the above method no longer works. There do exist conti-
1 f  •
; , » / ! *  • ,  *
nuous linear antiderivations ([3], §64) but they do not map polynomials into polynomials
^  ’ ** * '  » ,  f  »»f  * ,  * #
([3], Ex. 30.C). A further complicating factor is that the natural norm for C -functions 
on X  is given by
4
«  *
ƒ m ax{|/(x)j : x € X }  V max x—y
:x ,y  € X, x ± y
« %
rather them the more classical formula
4I .
•1
.1 ♦ ƒ t-+ max{|/(x) : x € X} V max{|/'(x)| : x € JC}.
real case both formulas lead to the same norm thanks to the Mean
Theorem, see [3], §§26
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Thus, to obtain non-archimedean Cn-Weierstrass-Stone Theorems for n € {1 ,2 ,...} our 
ethods will necessarily deviate from the ’classical’ ones. ,
0. PR E LIM IN A R IE S
1 . Throughout K  is a non-archimedean complete valued field whose valuation ] ] is 
not trivial. For a € if , r > 0 we write B(a, r) := {x € i f : |x—a| < r}, the ’closed’ ball 
about a with radius r, ’Clopen’ is an abbreviation for ’dosed and open’. The function 
* h+ x (x €  K )  is denoted X. The if-valued characteristic function of a subset Y  of 
K  is written £y. For a set Z, a function f  : Z  —* K  and a set W  C Z  we define 
II ƒ llw :== sup{|/(ir)|: z. € W }  (allowing the value oo). The cardinality of a set T is # I \
No {0 ,1 ,2 ,...} , N {1 ,2 ,3 ,...}.
We now recall some facts from [2], [3] on Cn-theoxy.
2. For a set Y  C K ,  n € N we set Vny  :« {{yi,J/2>*♦*»!/«) S Y n : i^ j  = »  yi^y^}. 
For ƒ : Y  —* if , n € No we define its nth difference quotient $«ƒ : Vn+1Y’ -♦ K  
inductively by $ o / ƒ and the formula
JH. £/*'. .. \ _ 1 /(î/l)î/3> • • • 1 î/n+l) ^n—1 /(y2j Î/3» > *.• jVn+l)*  « ƒ (yi, • • •, y«+i ) — 
yi r  j/î
ƒ is called a CMunction if $«ƒ can be extended to a continuous function on y n+1. 
The set of all C n-functions Y  —* K  is denoted Cn(Y  —► if). The function ƒ i Y  -* K
is a C°°-function if it is in CM(Y -> K )  := f \  Cn(Y  ^  JT). The space C °(r if),
nssO
consisting of all continuous functions Y  —» if  is sometimes written as C(Y —► if).
FROM NOW ON IN THIS PAPER X  IS A NONEMPTY  
COMPACT SUBSET OF K  WITHOUT ISOLATED POINTS.
3. Since X  has no isolated points we have for an ƒ € C n(X —*■ if) that the continuous 
extension of $»ƒ to X n+1 is unique; we denote this extension by ƒ. Also we write
* ♦ *
The following facts are proved in [2] and [3].
Proposition  0.3.
( i)  For each n € No the jpace Cn(X  -* K ) is a K-algebra under pointmse operations
(ii) C °(X  -+ K ) D C l (X
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I f f f  is n times differentiable and j W  i f  =  fW  ƒ<
{ 0 ,1 ,...,n}. More generally, if t , j  6 { 0 ,1 ,...,n), i+ j  <  n then (*'tJ)Di Dj f
L  ^ 1
Di+jf .
I f f for x, y € X  we have Taylor’s formula
9 $
f (x)  as f(y)  + (x- y ) Di f ( y ) +  • • • + (x-y)"”1!)« -!f(y)  +  (x -y )npiƒ(*, y)>
where p j ( x ,  y) = $«ƒ(*, y, y ,. . . ,  y)
4. Since X  is compact the difference quotients $,•ƒ (0 < i < n) are bounded if ƒ € 
Cn(X -► ff). We set
II/ Hi.,x := max{ll*i/llv+%x : 0 < * < n}.
f
P
Then || ƒ j|o,x “  ll/llx* We <luote the following from [2] and [3]. Recall that a function 
ƒ : X  -* K  is a local polynomial if for every a E X  there is a neighbourhood U of a 
such that ƒ I X  0 U is a polynomial function. •
Proposition  0.4. Let n € Nq.
(i) The function || ||n * is a norm on Cn(X  —» K)  making it into a K-Banach 
algebra.
(ii) The local polynomials form a dense subset of C n(X  —* K).
(iii) The function
/  «  w : , x  ,  i i A / f c . v  M b ,
M i
* \
(see Proposition 0.3 (iv)) also is a norm on Cn(X —* K).  We have
||/||„  ,  =  « « { » A /lir - ij t  rO < i < n) (ƒ 6 C '(X  if))-
R em arks I  * *
1. Proposition 0.4 (ii) will also follow from Proposition 2.8.
2. In general || ||~ x  is not equivalent to || ||n x  for n > 3 (see [3], Example 83.2).
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1 TH E W EIERS TR A SS TH EO REM  FOR C11-FUNCTIONS
(  *-
The following product rule for difference quotients is easily proved by induction with 
respect to j .
• . i 
Let f , g : X —*K,  let j  6 Nq. Then for all (®j,. . . ,  *;+i) € VJ+1X  we have
;
$ j ( f f f ) ( z i  » * ■ • 7 l) y  J • • • 1 3'k+l)$j—kSf(3'k+l) * « * l)*
Or, less precise,
m
J
• • » * / + 1 ) -
JtsO
for certain z* 6 V*+1X, u^* 6 V '-*+1X
*  *
In the sequel we. need an extension of this formula to finite products of functions. The 
proof is straightforward by induction with respect to N.
Lemma 1.1. (Product Rule) Let h i , . . . , h s  : X  -+ K, let j  € No- Then for all
(x i , . . . , £j+i) € VJ+1J£ we have
♦ * *
*
N N
U  | |  ) ( ® i  i • • • » ® i + i ) =  e  n  * < .
J=1 js s l
where the sum is taken over all a :~ /or tu/iicA ji + ■•• +jV  — j
ani u>Aere 6 VJ*+1.Y /or eacil s € {l, . . . , iV}. (In fact, za, i =* (xi,. . . ,xjj+j),
* <
^V,2 =  > • • • )  ) » ' • • >  z it,N  =  * • • > * 7 + l ) -)
The following key lemma grew out. of [1], 5.28.
Lem m a 1.2. Let 0 < S < 1, 0 < e <  1, let B =  Bo U B\ U • • • U Bm where Bo, . . . ,  B m 
are pairwise disjoint }closed* balls in K  of radius 6. Then, for each n € {0,1,.,.} there 
exists a polynomial function P : K  —* K  such that ||P — £s0||n,S ^ S.
Proof. We may assume 0 6 Bq. Choose ci € J3j, . . . ,  cm 6 Bm\ we may assume that 
ci| < ¡C2I < ••• < |cm|. Then 6 < |ci|. We shall prove the following statement by 
induction with respect to n.
9
Let k g N be such that (¿/¡cil)* < e S n 1 k > n. Let .. , im € N be such that for
a l H  €
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(It is easily seen that such k, t \ , . . . ,  t m exist since 6/\c\  | <  1.) Then the formula
♦
t
m
P W  =  T T d  -  © * ) “
1*1
defines a polynomial function P  : K  —► K  for which
1 1 - P - i f l o l k B  < « •
The case n =  0 is proved in [1], 5.28. To prove the step n — 1 —* n we first observe that 
from the induction hypothesis (with e replaced by eS) it follows that
(2 )
So it remains to be shown that
«
for all (®j, . . . , Sn+i) 6 Vn+1 S'. Now, if |xj -  xj| > 8 for some i, j  € {1 , . . . ,n +  1} we 
have, using (2),
|^ ?n(-P“”ij?o)(®l» * ■ • > -E’n+l)! == ‘^|^n—l(P” ifl#)(a'l»• • * i xj —h xj+li • • • i ®n+l )"“
$ n_i(P — i a0 xi+i , . . . , xn+i)|  < -eS ss e. So this reduces the proof
of (3) to the case where |xj — Xj| < 6 for all t, j  € {1, . . . ,  n +1}; in other words we may
assume that x i , . . .  ,x n+1 are all in the same Bt  for some I 6 {0,1,. . . ,  m}. But then,
after observing that n > 1, we have $„£b0(xi , • • * >*«+0 =  0 so it suffices to prove the
following.
If £ 6 { 0 , 1 , , m} and x i , . . . ,  xn+i € Bt  are pairwise distinct then
To prove it we introduce, with t  £ {1,. . . ,  m} fixed, the constants Mi (i 6 {!,•••, ft})
by
1 if * > t  
M i : = { 6 / \ c t \ if * =  £
Ici/cil* i£i < i
and use the following three steps.
S te p  1. For each j  € {0,1,. . .  ,n}, i g {1,... ,n} we have
l l * i ( i ~ ( £ ) fc)ll J+l < a ^ - o . i > o
W+'B, if £ > 0.
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Proof.
a. The case j  — 0. Then for x £ Bt we have
- if * > £ then |1 -  (£)*| = 1z \ k
■ if I =  t  then |1 -  ( i)* | = < 4 L  < -¿j
- if i  < t  then | l _ ( £ ) ‘ | = | i | ‘ = |* |
and the statement follows,
b. The case j  > 0. Then $/(l)  = 0 so that
Let (xi , . . .  ,Xj+i) 6 V;+1S*. By the Product Rule 1.1, § j ( X k)(xi , . . ,  ,Xj+i) is
k
a sum of terms of the form J"J ($j t X)(z3). Such a term is 0 if one of the j a is
#=sl
> 1, so we only have to deal with j , =  0 (then $ j , X  = X ) or j ,  =  1 (then
k
$ j , X  =  1 ). The latter case occurs j  times (as Y l u  == j) and it follows that
3=1
k
II IS a product of k—j  distinct terms taken from {xi, . . . ,  Xj+1 } (observe
that, indeed, j  < k since j  < n  < k), so its absolute value is < It follows
that ||$ j(l — (-^ )A)||vi+1Bi 5  from which we conclude
- if e =  0 : \ct\k-iJ\ci\k < 5*-V|cil* =
- if i > £ > 0 : is |c7;'l < 8“"i ss 6~*Mi
- if i =r £ > 0 : < \cjj \ < [c^l =  < ¿~j Mi
- if i < t : \c( \k- i / \ a \ k < |c ,r -^ |*  < ¿-¿Mi
and step 1 is proved.
Step 2 . For each j  £ {0,1,.. . ,  n}, i € {1,. . . ,  n} we have
, 1  i f / - 0 , j - 0
c* 1 S-iMi* if £ >  0
Proof. The case j  — 0 follows directly from Step 1, part a, so assume j  >  0- By 
the Product Rule 1.1 applied to ft, = 1 — ( ~ ) k for all s € {1,... .i»} we have for
*
( x i , . . . , x ^ j )  € VJ+1B* that $¿(1 — ( £ ) k)t{(xi , . . .  ,Xj+\) is a sum of terms of the 
form
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where j i  ------ h j» =  j- If £ — 0 it follows from Step 1  that the absolute value of (5) is
< U ^ H l k i r  w^ere fcke product is taken over all * in the nonempty set I\:—
{3 € : j s >  0}, so the product is < If t  > 0 it
u  .  .
follows from Step 1 that the absolute value of (5) is < 8~u Mi — 8~JMi i.
js> l
The statement of Step 2 follows.
Step  3. Proof of (4). Again, the Product Rule 1.1, now applied to hi =
(1 — (^ )fc)*' for i € {1, . . . ,  m} tells us that for (x*,. . ,  ,xn+i) € V n+1Bt the expression 
$ nP (x i , . . .  ,xn+i) is a sum of terras of the form
(6)
»■=1 *
where nj +  • • • + nm =  n. If I =  0 we have by Step 2 that the absolute value of (6) is
— II ^ ~n,(]c7l)fc w i^ere the product is taken over i in the nonempty set T := { t : n* ^ 0}, 
so the product is < ^ < 8~n • e6” = £ ,  where we used the
assumption (5/lcil)fc < s8n. We see that |$»P(xi, . . .  ,x„+i)| 5: £ if (*-i»••-»*») € £ 0«
m  ,
Now let £ > 0. By Step 2 we have that the absolute value of (6) is < J | 8~niMii —
tsal
6~nM {1 ...A'/^n — ¿""'Iffl**1 ' • ' 1^ 7*7 whichis < 8 ~ ne8n by (1). This proves
(4) and the Lemma.
Corollary 1.3. For every locally constant f  : X  —+ K , for every n 6 No and e >  0 
there exists a polynomial function P : K  —► K  such that || ƒ — P||n,Jf ^ £•
«
Proof. There exist a S € (0,1), pairwise disjoint ’closed’ balls Bi, *.., Bm of radius 8 
covering X  and A*, . . . ,  Am € K  such that
m
¿ = 1
By Lemma 1.2 there exist polynomials P \, . . . ,  Pm such that ||£b< — -PilU.x ^ 
life- -  P.lln.uflr < e(|A,-| + l ) “1 for each t € { l , . . . ,m } .  Then P := Aji
polynomial function and || ƒ — P ||n,.Y < maxHA.^fl, -P i)||n ,jf ^ maxlAjledAjl +  l ) -1 <
t 1
£ .
Theorem  1.4. (C n - W eierstrass Theorem) For each n 6 N0, ƒ € Cn(X —► K ) and 
e >  0 there exists a polynomial function P  : K  —♦ K  such that || f  — P ||n,,Y < £•
Proof. There is by Proposition 0.4 a local polynomial g : K  —* K  with | l /— y||n,x < £•
m
This g has the form g — T] Qihi where Qi, . . . ,Qm are polynomials and hx, . ; . ,hm
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are locally constant. By Corollary 1.3 we can find polynomials P i , . . . , Pm for which 
||hi — P,l|n,x < £(||Qi||n,A' + l)“1 for each ». Then P Q»-P« a polynomial and
Hi -  -P|kx < s. It follows that ||/  -  P||„,x < max(||/ -  sfn,x, I\g ~ P\\n,x) < £•
Rem arks.
1. In the case where X  =  Zp, K  D Qp the above Theorem 1.4 is not new: The Mahler 
base eo, e i , . . .  of C(2p -* i f ) defined by em(x) — (^) is proved in [3], §54 to be a 
Schauder base for Cn(Zp -* K ), for each n.
2. It follows directly from Theorem 1.4 that the polynomial functions X  —* K  form a 
dense subset of C°°(X  —*■ if).
2. A  W E IE R STR A SS-STO N E  TH EO REM  FOR C11-FU N CTIO N S
For this Theorem (2.10) we will need the continuity of g i-* g o ƒ in the C"-topologies 
(Proposition 2.5). To prove it we need some technical lemmas that are in the spirit of 
[3],§77.
► 1 
Let n 6 N .  For a function h : V nX  -* K  we define Ah  : Vn+1J£ —► i f  by the formula
a _  _  \  __ ^ ( ® 1 ) ® 3j • • • » ® n + l )  *“  ^ ( ® 2 i  ® 3i • ♦ • » ® n + l )
LA/if CtTi  ^ 3?2 * • * * i -T-. r-
Xx — X 2
We have the following product rule.
1
Lem m a 2.1. (P roduct Rule), Let n € N ,  let h,t : V nX  —> if . Then for all 
(x j,x 2 , . . ♦ ,®n+i) € Vn+1Jf we have A (hi)(xi,x 2 , . . .  ,x n+1) =
f t (X 2 j  $ 3 , . . .  I n + 1  j • * • i )  "f* 1 ® 3i ■ “  » ^ 2 j  * * * > )•
P roof .  Straightforward.
Lemma 2.2. £e< f  : X  -* K ,  n € No- Let Sn be the set of the following functions 
defined on V n+1X .
I
f
*
(x1, . . . )xA+1) >-+ $ 1f ( x i t , x i 3) (1 < ¿1 < ¿2 < n +  1)
(Xi^.^Xn+i) H-+ $2/(3«t>*tS,Z»3) (1 <¿1 <¿2 <*3 < n + l )
»
%
( ^ 1  ? • • * i / ( ^ l i  • * * t )•
*
For A 6 N ,  /ei il* 6c iAe additive group generated by 5n, S^,. . . ,  S* where, for each
j  € { 1 , S£ m tAe product set {h \h 2 . . . h j  : €  Sn /or eocft t €  {1,••.»ƒ}}• 
Then, /or all k ,n  € N ,  Ail* C
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Proof. We use induction with respect to k. For the case k =  1 it suffices to prove 
ft € Sn => Ah 6 i2n+i* Then h has the form
( * 1  j • • • » ® n + l )  l - * J • • * 1 )
for some j  6 {2 ,3 , . . . ,«  + 1} and so
•  I
a l / _  '*■ y * * ♦ ? ^ n + 2 )  ~  • « « i ^ n + 2 )
Xj — X2
vanishes if *i > 1 (and then Aftis the null function), while if *1 — 1 it equals
» *
Xi  — X2
* j + l • • ■ .'*ij«+l)
and it follows that Ah € S**+i C ^or the induction step assume AR^~l C J?„+i;
it suffices to prove that AS* C i?*+1. So let ft € 5* and write ft = ftjH, where hi € Sn, 
J? € S ^ 1. By the Product Rule 2.1 we have
Ak(X \ , .  • • ,  X q ^ j )  ™ h\(x2 , X3> * • * j ^ n + 2 ) ^ ^ ( ® 1 ) ®2 j • • * 5 ®fi+2)"H
H- J3"(X i ( ® 3 , • • ■ 5 2 ' n - f 2 ) ^ ^ l ( ® l ?  ®2 j • • • i ® n + 2 ) ’
The fact that fti £ 5n makes
( X j , X2 , • • • ,  Xn^_2) * h \ ( X \ , X3 , • • • j ® n+2)
into an element of Sn+\. Similarly, since H € ■S'*”1, the function
( x ^ , X2 ) • • • ) X n + 2 ) *“ * H (®2 j ® 3 »* • • » ® f t + 2 ). . . , ~ t i / ■ ■ - -  v. * J *“ ■»)
is in S*+J. By our first induction step, A hi € JZ^ +i 
A i y  €  ^ t v + i *  H ® n c e ,
and
Aft €Sn+l-R„.fi + ■S'n+l'^ n+l
C p l  1  a  J l k — l  p i  n k■ ^ n + l ^ n - f l  ^ " ^ n + l ^ n + l  ^  ^ n + l *
Lem m a 2.3. Let ƒ, n, S„, k, i2* 6e as in the previous lemma. Lei f ( X)  C Y C K  where
* • » .
y  Aoj no isolated points. Let g : Y  —■> K  be a Cn-function. Let Bn be the set of the 
following functions defined on Vn+1X.
#
(x j , . . . , x n+i) t-f $ig(f(xit),f(xi3)) (l < i i  <*2 < n  +  l)
(xl 5. . . , x n+1) I-» ^ ^ ( / (« u ) , / (* i s)>/(*it)) C1  ^ *1 < *2 < *8 < »  +  l)
*
4
( # 1 1.. .  t J  X n + l )  H-* ) ,  / '(S ty )»  . . . y
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Let An be the additive group generated by BnR T h e n
AA,» C
Proof. We prove: h 6 BnR™ =$■ Ah € An+i. Write h ~ b r  where b € Bn, r € il”. By
the Product Rule 2.1 we have for all (xi, X2, • • •) ?n+2) € Vn+aJf
&h(Xi,Xi , .. .,Xn+2) = b(x2 yxz , . . .  ,Xn+2 )Ar(Xi,X2 , . . .  ,a?n+2)+
^ (® 1 )  ®3) • • • )  i ® 2i • • • ,  ^ n + j ) *
We have:
(i) 6 G Bn so (xi, . . ,  , xn+2 ) t-» b(x2 , X3, . . . ,  $»+i) is in Bn+i>
(ii) r € Rn so (*1 , . . . ,  xn+2) r(xi,X3 , . . .  ,xn+2) is in J?^+1 (in the previous proof 
we had r €• S* =*• the map (x^. . . ,  Xn+2) M' r(ar!, X3, ... ,xn+i) is in <S£+J1 and (ii) 
follows from this).
(iii) r 6 R 1^ so Ar € Rn+i (Previous Lemma).
(iv) b has the form
4
for some j  6 {2 , . . . ,  n + 1 } and so
1 w  \ f e ( g i <X3 ,  £ 4 , . . .  } X n + i )  2 i% 3 i  • • • f X n -f.2 )
¿\0(X\, X2 j • • • , ®n+2/ “  _Xl — X2
vanishes if ii > 1 (and then Ab is the null function), while if *1 = 1 it equals
$ j 9  ( / ( ® l ) ,  / ( ® t3+ l) i  • • • 1 + ^ j^ (/(® 2 ), /(® »3+ l) ,  • • ‘ 1 / ( ‘*'tj-n+l))
Xl — X2
** $j+l9( f (x l)i f { x2)i /(^ia+l)» • • * > /(*tj4.i+l))$l/(®1 »®2)*
(if / (x i )  = f ( x 2 ) we have 0 at both sides). So we see that A6 € -Bn+iJRJ,+1. 
Combining (i) - (iv) we get Ah € Bn+i-R£+i +  Rn+i&n+i^n+i C J3n+i^»+} + B«+i • 
R”XI C An+l.
Corollary 2.4. With the notations as in the previous lemma we Have $ n(g ° ƒ) G An
(n € N).
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For the case n = 1 we write, for (*i, £2) € V2X,
$l(0 ° ƒ)(*!, *2) = (a?l -  X2 )~X (g{f{xi))  ~ ^ (/(x 2))) - $ \ g ( } ( x i ) , f ( x 2 ) )$xf(xx,x 2 ).
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Hence, $ i (gof )  € B 1 S 1 C B\R\ Ç A%. To prove the step n -+ n+1 observe that by the 
induction hypothesis, (gof)  £ An. By Lemma 2.3, $ rt+i(0o /)  = &$ n(gof)  6 An+1 *
R em ark .  From Corollary 2.4 it follows easily that the composition of two Cn-functions 
is again a Cn-function, a result that already was obtained in [3], 77.5.
P roposition  2.5. (Continuity of g g o f )  Let n € No, let ƒ € Cn(X  —» K ) and
*
let g € Cn(Y  —*■ K ) where Y  has no isolated points, Y  D f (X) .  Then ||p o f \ \n,x ^ 
Proof. We may assume HpHn.y < oo. It suffices to prove | |$ n ( i7  0 /) ||v n+1x ^
lldkvll/IIÎU- Now \\*o(9° f ) h 'x  = nu»b(/(*))I £ Nlo.v « IUIIo,y1l/llo,A- ^ ch
proves the case n =  0. For n > 1  we apply Corollary 2.4 which says that o ƒ) £ An
i.e. <3>n(ff o ƒ) is a sum of fimctions in BnS„. By the definition of Bn we have
Similarly
k € S n => ||fc||v"+ix ^ ||$ i/||v + i*  < Il/!|n,x
l< i< n
so that
(**) i £ S ; = »  ||fe||v»+ijf s  ||/li;,x-
4
Combination of (*) and (**) yields ¡¡$„(<7 0 /)||vn+i* < ||ff||n)y||/||n ,x- 
Proposition 2.5 enables us to prove
P roposition  2.6. Let n € No and let A be a closed subalgebra of Cn(X  —» if). Suppose
I
A separates the points of X  and contains the constant functions. Then A contains all 
locally constant functions X  —► K .
Proof. 1 . We first prove that f  € A, U C K> U clopen implies € A. In fact,
f ( X )  is compact so there exist a 6 € (0, 1 ) and finitely many disjoint balls B \ , . . . ,  Bm 
of radius 6 covering f ( X )  where, say, B \ t ... B9 lie in U, and B q+1 , . . . ,  Bm are in K \U .  
Let e > 0. By the Kfey Lemma 1.2 there exists, for each t 6 (1 , . . .  ,m} a polynomial Pi
m  g
such that ||£s< — Pi\\n,B < £, where B := U B{. Then P := ¿2 Pi is a polynomial and«=1 i = i
| | P  -  £ t / | |n , f l  ~  IIP -  | |n ,B  =  || ~  ?B < )||n ,B  <  £ ,  where B° : =  | J  Bi.¿«1 i—X
By Proposition 2.5
I4
||(P -  &/) O /||„,X < 1|P “  Ê£/||n,B VMXn \\f\\3Jtx  ^ £ ™f£n WfWix
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and we see that there exists a sequence P i, Pz, . . .  of polynomials such that
||Pfc o ƒ — fa  o f\\n,x  0. Since A is an algebra with an indentity we have P* o ƒ 6 A
for all k. Then f/-urn —£u 0 f  =  hm P* o ƒ 6 A.k—oo
2. Now consider
0:= {V c X, € A}.
It is very easy to see that B is a ring of clopen subsets of X  and that B covers X. To 
show that B separates the points of X  let x € X , y 6 X y x ^  y. Then there is an ƒ € A 
for which f (x)  ^  /(y). Set U := {A € K  : |A — /(x )| < |/(x) — /(y)i)* Then U is clopen 
in K.  By the first part of the proof, / - 1 (i7) 6 B. But x € f ~ l (l7) whereas y £ / - 1({7). 
By [1 ], Exercise 2.H B is the ring of all clopens of X.  It follows easily that all locally 
constant functions are in A .
To arrive at the Weierstrass-Stone Theorem 2.10 we need a final technical lemma.
Lemma 2.7. Let a i , ...  ,am 6 X , be in (0,1) such that B(a i , i i ) , . ,
■5(^m,^m) form a disjoint covering of X . Let n € No, h € Cn(X —» K) and suppose
0
Djh(ai) =  0 and \$ n- j D j h ( x i , . . .  ,arn-j+ i)| < £  for alii  6 {1 xi , . . . , x„+i  €
B(a{ , Si) ( I X,  j  € {0 ,1, . . . ,  n}, Then ||h||n,x < £•
Proof. We first prove that ||A|l^ (x s (see Proposition 0.4(iii)). Let i € {1 , . .  Mm}. 
Set Bi ~  B(ai, By Taylor’s formula (Proposition 0.3(iv)) we have for x € X  H Bi :
w*)i =
n —1 __
£ ( x  -  ai)sD sh(ai) +  (x -  a{)n/>i^ (2:)ai)| =* |* -  aj|n|$n/i(x,aj,a<,...,a.-)| < 5fc. 
Similarly we have for j € {0, . . . ,  n — 1 } and x € X  f*l Bi : \Djh(x)\ =
£  (x — aiYDtDj^ai )  + (x — ai)n“J/>i(I?J-/i)(x,ai)|. Now using Proposition 0.3(iii)
t=o
we see that DtDjh(ai) = 0 so that
(*) |D;-ft(x)| = |x -  air--''|?n_i D^(x,ai, . . . ,  a,-)! <
It follows that I|/i||x, ||-D ity|.x,...,||Dn-ih||x are all <e. Now let x ,y  e X .  If x,y are 
in the same Bi then ]pih(x,y)| = | f^nA(x,y,y, . . . ,y) |  < e by assumption. If x € Bi, 
y 6 B t and i ^ s  then |x — y| > 6 := max(^, 6t ) and by Taylor’s formula
n —1
£=0
we obtain, using (*),
v |(* -  y)”l |x - i / l
Sne 6?~le St £
The Wei erst rass-S tone Approximation Theorem...*«I
«
i
and we have proved |[/i||^ v < e.
Now to prove that even ||A||n,X < £ observe that by Proposition 0.4(iii)
9
IWU,x = IIH ~X  V V -  V ||A.J>|lix-
"
‘ ♦ *  1 * .
► f  ^  «
To prove, for example, that x  <  e we observe that D\h £ Cn~x{X -+ K ) and
that fori € andj € {0,1,. . . ,  n—2} we have DjDih(ai)  =  ( j+l )Dj+i  A(a*) ~
0 and for all € £(<**, £,•) and j  S {0, 1 , . . . , ft —2}
|^ n —1— . . . ,  £ n_ j ) | =  |(j  +  l) j  | ^n—1— t . ,  ®n—j) | ^ '£
f  ♦  ,  ,  *
> *
*
by assumption. So the conditions of our Lemma (with D\ h, n — I in place of htn 
respectively) are satisfied and by the first part of the -proof we may conclude that
5i In a similar way we prove that ^ «»• • * > \\Dnf\\otx  ^ «
and it follows that ||ft||n,x < e.
«
«
P roposition  2.8. Let n € No and let A be a closed subalgebra of Cn(X  —» K )  contau
i
ning the locally constant functions. Let g € C n(X  —*■ K )  and su-ppose for each a e  X  « * 
there exists an f a € A with Dig (a) = D,-/a(a) for t € {0, 1 , . . .  ,n}. Then g € A.
Proof. Let £ > 0. For each a € ^  choose an / a € A with /»(a) = ^(a), D i/„(a) «  
Dig(a) , . . .  ,D„fa(a) =* Dng(a). By continuity there exists a i e > 0 such that, with 
ha := /«-if, \$n- j D j h a(xi , . . . ,  iTn-j+OI < £ for all j  6 {0,1,. . . ,  n} and * i , . . . ,  xn-j+ i 
6 B(a, 6a). The B(a, Sa) cover X  and by compactness there exists a finite disjoint
a * *
V
subcovering B(a\, Sai) , . . . , B(am, Sam). Set
m
1
Then, by our assumption on A, ƒ 6 A. By Lemma 2.7, applied to h := ƒ — g and where 
S i , . .. ,Sm are replaced by Sa i Sam respectively, we then have ||/  — g\\n,X ^ £• We 
see that <7 € A =  A.
R em ark . It follows directly that the local polynomial functions X  K  form a dense 
subset of Cn(X  -  if).
I
«
P roposition  2.9. Let n 6 N and let A bt a K-subalgebra of C n(X —* K ) containing 
the constant functions. Suppose f ' (a) ^  0 for some f  € A, a 6 X. TAen iAere w a 
A with g(a) =  0, ^'(a) =  1  ani D^gia) = Dzg{a) ==' * • • *  D»ÿ(a) = 0.
I l
Proof. By considering the function f'(a)~1{ f  -  f(a)) it follows that we may assume 
that f(a)  «  0, f'(a) =. 1 . Then
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where h is continuous, h(a) = 1 . To obtain the statement by induction with respect to 
n we only have to consider the induction step n — 1 —> n and, to prove that, we may 
assume that D^f^a) =  • •« = Dn-i f (a)  *s 0. From (*) we obtain
ƒ” = ( * -  a)nhn
and by uniqueness of the Taylor expansion of the Cn-function f n we obtain / n(a) =  
f n{a) — =  -Dn_x/n(a) — 0 and Dnf n(a) = hn(a) — 1 . We see that g :== 
ƒ -  Dnf ( a ) f n is in A and that g(a) = 0, g'(a) =  1 , D2 g(a) — • • • = Dn_i5 (a) = 0 and
Dng(a) = Z>„/(a) -  Dnf(a)Dnf n(a) = 0.
4
Theorem 2.10. (Weierstrass-Stone Theorem for Cn-functions). Let n 6 No and
let Abe a closed subalgebra that separates the points of A and that contains the constant 
functions. Suppose also that for each a £ X  there exists an f  £ A with f ( a ) ^  0. Then
A =  Cn(X  -► K).
Proof. By Proposition 2.9, for each a € X  there exists an ƒ € A with /(a ) — 0, 
f ( a ) =  1 , Dif (a ) =  0 for i 6 {2 , . . . ,n}.  The function g := X  satisfies g(a) = 0, 
g'(a) — 1 , Dig (a) =  0 for i € {2, . . . ,n}  so applying Proposition 2.8 (observe that A  
contains the locally constant functions by Proposition 2.6) we obtain that X  6 A. But 
then all polynomials are in A and A = Cn(X —*■ K)  by the Weierstrass Theorem 1.4.
Remarks.
1 . The case n — 0 yields, at least for those X  that are embeddable into K ,  the well 
known Kaplansky Theorem proved in [1 ], 6.15.
2. We leave it to the reader to establish a C°°-version of Theorem 2.10 .
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